BEING CALLED UP? MOBILIZING? DEPLOYING?

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR CAR INSURANCE, CALL YOUR GEICO DIRECT REPRESENTATIVE TODAY.

If you’ve had a recent change in your duty status, get in touch with GEICO immediately. We offer: Discounts for active duty, guard, reserve and retired military • Offices near most military bases • Reduced coverage for secured/stored vehicles • Emergency deployment discounts. We’ve served the military since 1936 and we’re standing by you now. Call us.

Call 1-800-MILITARY, 24 hours a day. Or check the yellow pages for a local office near you.
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Change. The world has been synonymous with the National Guard during Lt. Gen. H Steven Blum’s nearly three years as Guard Bureau chief. Today the Guard is busier, more potent and more capable than it was when he took over NGB in 2003. But the force is also smaller, more stressed and less certain of its precise role in future national defense. The general sat down with NATIONAL GUARD last month to discuss his NGB tenure and his thoughts about the Guard’s future.

26 The Wait
Active-component personnel can receive retirement pay right after they leave the service; so can Active Guard and Reserve (AGRF) members. But traditional, part-time Guardsmen and Reserve Officers must wait until age 60 to collect retirement pay. NGAUS leaders believe the current system is a relic and that Guardsmen, now part of an operational force, not a strategic reserve, have earned an earlier retirement-receipt age.

28 Soldier Stories
The public is now closer to the battlefield than ever. This is thanks, in part, to the real-time connectivity the Internet provides. And not just big media is involved. Today, even individual soldiers are telling their stories over World Wide Web through "Web logs." These military Web logs provide an unprecedented insight into the daily experiences of troops overseas. But they also can be a headache for commanders.
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